Several spatial cues combine to influence cell polarity within the plane of the Drosophila wing epithelium, orienting two separable mechanisms of short-range intercellular communication, one utilizing the 'core' polarity proteins, and another utilizing the protocadherins Dachsous and Fat, and the atypical myosin Dachs.
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The polarization of cells within the plane of an epithelium can orient cell divisions, tissue growth, cell migration and differentiation events, both cell autonomous and multicellular; you need planar cell polarity (PCP) to do everything from elongating your embryonic axis to lining up the stereocilia in your inner ear [1] . Yet for all that is known about the molecular mechanisms regulating PCP, in even the best-studied systems there are debates about everything from the nature and number of the orienting cues, the links to and between various downstream pathways, and the molecular details of intercellular signaling. Four recent studies [2] [3] [4] [5] using an important model of PCP, the epithelium of the developing Drosophila wing imaginal disc, provide important new information on the ways that several cues combine to orient PCP via two pathways with important roles in both fly and vertebrate PCP.
The best-studied PCP system involves the so-called 'core' PCP proteins; these are required within cells for normal wing hair polarity, and a subset help transmit polarity information to neighboring cells. There is still a lively debate about how, exactly, they work. In 'vector' models, both the intracellular and intercellular PCP information is thought to be mediated by the polarized redistribution of the core proteins in each cell [6] (Figure 1A ). In the wing, for instance, just before each cell produces a single, distally oriented hair, specific core proteins are dramatically polarized to the proximal, distal or both cell faces. In vector models, interactions between the core proteins amplify the polarization within each cell, and polarized transmembrane proteins signal in a way that attracts or repels proteins on adjacent cells. Intercellular signaling is thought to depend on distal Frizzled (a Wnt receptor), proximal Van Gogh/Strabismus, and proximal and distal Starry night/Flamingo, a homophilic cadherin; several proposals exist for how these bind and communicate [7, 8] .
Vector models have been questioned, however, because some mutations that disrupt detectable core protein polarization do not obviously affect intercellular signaling. Moreover, PCP proteins are apparently required prior to their dramatic polarization in older pupal wings. An alternative model therefore proposed a gradient of Frizzled activity across the wing that does not directly polarize cells [9] ( Figure 1B ). Individual cells establish PCP by comparing their own Frizzled activity to that of the adjacent cells in a way that, although requiring the presence of the transmembrane core proteins, does not require their polarization within a cell. In this view, the polarization of the core proteins is a late end-point of the PCP process, not a mechanism.
Two recent studies [2, 3] , both appearing in Current Biology (Sagner et al. [2] in this issue), are therefore important in part because they demonstrate subtle core protein polarization at quite early stages of wing development, early enough to account for the timing of activity, and subtle enough that it might easily be overlooked. The data thus support, although do not prove, the existence of vector-like intercellular signaling at early stages, and it is easy to imagine how this weak polarization might be stabilized and amplified by subsequent interactions.
But in vector models something must orient the local vector with respect to the tissue, and this has also been the subject of much debate. The core PCP system contains not only a Wnt receptor but also its effector Dishevelled, and there is evidence in other systems for PCP orientation by extracellular gradients of diffusible Wnts [10] . But in the fly wing there was to date little evidence supporting an instructive role for Wnts in PCP. The data of Sagner et al. [2] instead argue that there is no single global cue, but several local cues that can orient early core protein polarization. In some regions the cues actually conflict, and removing one cue appears to increase the influence of the other. The cues include not only the distally expressed Wnt Wingless (perhaps acting indirectly), but also a cue orienting cells near the division between the anterior and posterior compartments of the wing blade (a polarity not observed in older wings), and a cue that orients cells relative to the proximal hinge region of the wing (also see [3] ).
The proximal hinge cue likely relies on another well-studied polarity system, made up of the proximally expressed giant protocadherin Daschous (Ds), its protocadherin binding partner Fat, and the distally expressed Golgi-resident kinase Four-jointed (Fj) that phosphorylates the cadherin domains of Ds and Fat and modulates their binding [1] . Changes in Ds-Fat binding disrupt wing hair PCP and reorient core protein polarization at even early stages of wing development [2, 3] . Several years ago it was posited that gradients of Ds-Fat binding (and a resultant gradient of Fat activity) acted as global cues that oriented core protein polarization, not only throughout the wing but also in the eye and other tissues [1, 11] . Evidence quickly suggested that the Ds-Fj cue was not quite as global as originally thought, at least in the wing, since uniform Ds and Fj expression only disrupts PCP in the most proximal wing blade [12] . This now makes sense in the context of the several local PCP cues elucidated by Sagner et al. [2] , and another of the recent studies finds Ds-Fj-independent cues in the eye [3] .
Understanding the mechanism of Ds-Fat-Fj action is a high priority, not only because of its poorly understood regulation of core protein PCP, but also because it provides a cell interaction mechanism for locally coordinating PCP that may act independently of the core protein system [13] . Intriguingly, evidence in three recent papers indicates that the Ds-Fat-Fj system combines aspects of both the gradient and vector models of PCP, translating the Ds and Fj gradients into a vector of protein polarization in each cell.
In this case, an early-arising vector was already known: the Fat-dependent polarization of the atypical invertebrate myosin Dachs to distal cell faces [14] , a polarization that is independent of the core-protein pathway [3] . Several plausible mechanisms might translate a gradient of Fat-Ds binding across the wing into Dachs polarization, for instance by having cells compare cell autonomous, Ds-triggered Fat activity; simply take the gradient model of core protein PCP ( Figure 1B ) and swap 'Fat activity' in for 'Fz activity'. But it is also possible that the gradients directly polarize single cells ( Figure 1C ). If on its distal neighbors a cell sees slightly lower levels of a less adhesive, Fj-phosphorylated Ds, and the slightly more adhesive Fj-phosphorylated Fat, this might create a difference (and thus a vector) in the levels of Ds-bound Fat and Fat-bound Ds on the proximal and distal faces of the cell.
A PCP mechanism that requires the polarization of both Fat and Ds on single cells was previously proposed [13] , and large experimental changes in Fat, Ds and Fj levels can affect the polarized distribution of Fat and Ds in adjacent cells [11, 12, 15] . The problem was that no one had been able to detect a vector of Ds and Fat polarization in cells along the endogenous gradients of Ds and Fj expression. Using tagged proteins, the recent studies have done just that [3] [4] [5] . The Ds and Fat polarization is subtle (and perhaps variable), but on average Fat is proximal and Ds is distal, the latter co-localizing with Dachs.
It is unlikely that a passive mechanism of polarization, for instance 'capping' of proteins via diffusion in the membrane, could transform what must be a very slight initial difference in Ds-bound Fat across a single cell diameter directly into the observed polarization; some active amplification is likely required ( Figure 1C ). Little is known about the amplification, except that it is unlikely to require Dachs or the core PCP proteins [3] [4] [5] . [14, 16] . The reduced Hippo activity caused by the removal of fat and ds mutants can contribute to PCP defects [17] , and this Hippo activity is rescued by removing Dachs, leaving only proximal PCP defects similar to those observed after removal of Dachs alone. But even dividing Fat-Ds PCP effects into those that depend on Dachs polarization or on Hippo activity is probably too simple; another recent paper showed that expression of truncated Fat that cannot polarize cells and that has no detectable Hippo activity can improve fat mutant PCP defects in the abdomen [18] , while increasing Hippo activity cannot [17, 18] [5] . Ds and Dachs are polarized within cells along a gradient of Ds-Fj expression in the developing fly notum (the dorsal side of the adult thorax). The authors elegantly demonstrate that cell faces with higher Ds and Dachs levels are under higher tension, providing a likely explanation for the abnormal cell movements and shape changes observed in the dachs mutant notum.
Is it the tension, or some other aspect of Dachs that regulates PCP? While it is simplest to think of PCP in terms of pure cell signaling, a recent model suggests that the mechanical forces induced by shape changes, oriented cell divisions, cell rearrangements and the shearing between cells during growth and morphogenesis could provide important cues for PCP [19] . In one view, the multiplicity of cues that orient core protein polarization and affect wing PCP act as much via mechanical effects during growth as via specific cell-cell communication, providing a way of translating local, early-arising cues into global, oriented patterns [2, 19] . Myosin-mediated forces may also orient PCP in the inner ear [20] .
Not that signaling and mechanical models are mutually exclusive. Evolution cares about the result, not about simple, linear engineering, and any set of semi-parallel, cooperating and conflicting mechanisms that wind up pointing cells the right way will do just fine. In this light it is sobering that no published combination of mutations truly randomizes polarity in the wing; neighbors still tend to express similar polarities, even when they are wrong. So how many more PCP systems are there?
